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February SCAMPS Meeting Location
Saturday, Feb 2, 2013 1-3 PM
John Morrill’s Shop
143 Richmond
El Segundo, Ca
310-322-7858

John’s shop is a business front (and his house). Go west on the 105 Fwy and stay in the left lane as you pass the
LAX airport exits. The 105 becomes Imperial Hwy. At the 3rd light, turn left on Main St and head south to
Grand Ave. Turn right on Grand and immediately turn left on Richmond (South). He’s on the right side. Park
on the street or in the Chevron parking lot. Alternatively, you can exit the 405 onto El Segundo Blvd West
and take it to the very end which is at Richmond Street and turn right (North). John’s location is about a
block down on the left, right next door to the Richmond Bar and Grill.
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

Above is the group shot taken by Kevin Sherman at the Sal Taibi Fun Fly that was organized for Saturday
January 12th. As you can see there was a great deal of turnout and a flock of Taibi designs presented and
flown. I’m not about to attempt names in this image but at the center is Mike Taibi (red jacket) and in front
of him is Betty Moke who has been with Sal for quite some time. They are surrounded by true friends who
were influenced by the genius of Sal and came to Perris to acknowledge his memory and many contributions
to the sport of Free Flight aero modeling. This month’s Gas Lines is dedicated to the memory of Sal and all
the images of the Fun Fly event.
To the left is Kevin Sherman
assembling his Powerhouse in the
nippy 29 degree temperature that
greeted all the early arrivals. Note
the frost on the ground that lasted
well into the mid-morning wherever
there was shade. The day
progressed from this to about 55
degrees at the end of the event and
the heavy clothing was soon
removed. Conditions were ideal for
free flight however and everyone
who made the effort to come out was
well rewarded with fairly close
retrievals and minor drift to contend
with. The day was all about power
and Sal’s designs, and the air was full
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of racket from the Nostalgia gas
crew and Stardusters tearing up the
sky with intermittent puttering of an
ignition Powerhouse on slow climb
out with the sunlight streaming
through translucent covering. It
was as perfect as it could possibly be
to take in this rare sight.
At left, Don Sherman readies a
Powerhouse for an early morning
flight. Below, Jeff Carman
assembles his Powerhouse which
later demonstrated a dramatic partial
D/T which Jeff caught as it
approached the earth and saved it

from major damage-loud cheers as
everyone was watching the stalls and
hoping it would hit at the recovery
point of one if Jeff missed. But he
didn’t and the Powerhouse lives to
fly another day.
Below, Mike Taibi holds Sal’s
Starduster, kept safe by Kevin
Sherman who would bring it out to

fly for Sal whenever he would come out to Perris. The
model looks great after all these years-hopefully Kevin will
continue the practice of flying Sal’s Starduster in the
future. In fact, it’s requested this model be the first to
launch in the upcoming annual Taibi memorial contest.
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It wouldn’t be a SCAMPS event without donuts and coffee.
Co-organizer Daniel Heinrich and Michelle Horton Westall are
setting up the table for the ‘rounds’.
Nice 1/2A Powerhouse proudly held by Ray Peel.
Starduster row gets ready to go below.
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A couple of Taibi Spacer
models made it-to the left is new
SCAMPS member Vic
Cunnyngham with his A/B
Spacer. Below, Joe Jones sets
up his Spacer for flight.

Skip Robb sets the needle valve on his
1/2A Powerhouse, seen later in a
beautiful orbiting flight drifting slowly
south over the flightline, sun streaming
through the covering. As I walked in
retrieval of my model, the Powerhouse
slowly settled in beside me for a perfect
three point landing. Now that’s the type
of flying day we live for and never
forget! I think even Sal was smiling at
that one.
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Off we go!! Not sure
who this was but that
four digit AMA number
on the wing should clue
you in…but maybe that
was Ted Firster after
all..hmmmm
I’ll end this essay with
another picture of Mike
Taibi and Betty Moke.
It was nice of Betty and
Mike to come out and
visit with everyone on
the field. It was very
moving to be among the
group gathered, and also
feeling a strong sense of
brotherhood with
everyone there. It’s pretty amazing really-we were there to remember Sal, but you couldn’t help reviewing
your own life and how this hobby and sport brings so many of us together with this common bond of joy. I
would say Sal has certainally achieved imortality in his endevours-job well done! And to the rest of
you-thanks for so many great memories and companionship.
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SCAMPS 2013 Club Contest Calendar of Events
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